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Program: CET Shanghai
Course Code / Title: (SH/URBN 353) Globalization and the Chinese City
Total Hours: 45
Recommended Credits: 3
Primary Discipline / Suggested Cross Listings: Urban Studies / History, International Relations, Development Studies, East Asian Studies, Sociology, Political Science
Language of Instruction: English
Prerequisites/Requirements: None

Description
How are Shanghai and other Chinese cities changing under the forces of globalization, urbanization, marketization, and political decentralization? How does urban life differ for city residents and the migrant population? This course examines these topics and the dynamics of China’s urban transformation and contemporary city life. Using interdisciplinary and comparative perspectives, it explores the distinctive characteristics of China’s urban development in the context of globalization. The course also addresses the issue of whether the concepts and theories born out of the post-industrial Western urban experience are applicable to urban China. It finally identifies and explains the opportunities and challenges that Chinese cities face, given their current urban development strategies and trajectories. The course includes at least two field-based classes to explore how Shanghai is reshaping its past and designing its future.

Objectives
During the course, students:
• gain a firm understanding of China’s own past, values, and institutions as well as the globalization forces shaping profound changes in Chinese cities.
• analyze the nature of Chinese urban space and the characteristics of Chinese urban people and society.
• compare the differences as well as similarities of urban space and city people between Chinese and other world cities.
• conduct research in a Chinese environment and present findings to their peers.

Course Requirements
Students are to attend all class meetings and actively participate in class discussions. Attendance requirements are outlined in the CET Attendance Policy. Weekly reading assignments average 50-80 pages and must be completed before each class. Each student leads class discussion at least once during the semester on a reading she or he has selected. The presentation and questions to the group should focus not on summary but on analyzing the author’s findings and arguments and placing the reading in the context of the major themes and critical issues of the course.

Students write three short papers of approximately 800 words each on assigned topics. These are either critical book or essay reviews of class readings, supplemented by knowledge from class
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Lectures and discussions, or analytical essays on specific topics. A final take-home essay examination of approximately 1,500 words on a topic provided by the instructor is due at the end of the course.

A group investigative project is required. Group size is two to three students. Topics of inquiry should address a significant urban issue. Methods of inquiry should involve on-site research, case studies, interviews, etc. The group project encourages teamwork and collaboration. Presentations are 20 minutes in length and graded on originality of topic, thoroughness of investigation, soundness of analysis, and quality of teamwork.

Grading
The final grade is determined as follows:

• Three short papers: 10% each; totaling 30%
• Preparation and discussion: 10% plus 5% for leading class discussion, total of 15%
• Group project: 25%
• Final essay: 30%

Readings
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Outline of Course Content

Topic 1: Themes and approaches to the study of Chinese cities and urban development

Topic 2: Chinese cities in historical perspective

Topic 3: Cultural dimensions of China’s urban heritage

Topic 4: Chinese cities under socialism

Topic 5: Market reform and new processes of city building

Topic 6: The new built environment of urban China

Topic 7: Historical preservation in urban renewal

Topic 8: The great migration and rural-urban divide

Topic 9: Political and social costs of urban development; Inequality in urban life

Topic 10: Urban governance and civil society

Topic 11: Urban lifestyles and social change

Topic 12: Sustainable urban development

Topic 13: Global cities in comparative perspective